
Abstract

Shin Yun-bok’s (1758-?) satire, which pointed out the hedonistic social aspect
in the capital of Joseon, constituted a blow to the noblemen’s moral authority.
We can see in his paintings that in the late Joseon dynasty, the ruling ideolo-
gy, Confucianism, became sullied and collapsed in its faculties as both mental
principles and basis for social order. Shin’s genre paintings show by way of
ridicule that he rejected the traditional structure of Confucian aesthetics and
devalued the fixed relationship between image and text. The two significant
characteristics of Shin’s style of genre paintings are “one icon representing two
codes” and “leverage of ideology and mentalité.” Shin’s genre paintings are a
meaningful landmark because they showed and established a new order of
mentalité. The mentalité established in inverse proportion to that situation,
however, was also not sound. Even though Shin disclosed the moral collapse
by satirically criticizing the hedonistic life of the yangban class in his paint-
ings, the very depictions expressed in Shin’s works also captured the social
changes and emergences of modernity. This is a significant virtue of Shin’s
paintings.
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Introduction

The late Joseon dynasty in the eighteenth century was a time of
growth in urban entertainment, which was derived from the develop-
ment of commerce, the inflow of Chinese and Japanese culture
through diplomatic missions, the growing wealth of the jungin 中人
(literally, “middle people”) class, and the support of mighty clans in
the capital.1 In the late Joseon dynasty, such yeohang munin 巷文人
(middle-class literati) as the jungin class or lower-ranked officials
emerged as a growing power by accumulating economic strength and
playing the leading role in consumption culture. However, they were
pseudo-literati2 who were not recognized as true literati; they lacked
the proper Confucian credentials despite their pursuit of literati taste.
Meanwhile, the entertainment culture they led candidly shows the
hidden side of the society and also is evidence that the political and
ethical control of Confucianism weakened and declined at that time.

Considering the closed nature of Neo-Confucian social system
that kept yangban 兩班 (aristocrats) and sangmin 常民 (commoners)
separate, Shin Yun-bok’s (1758-?)3 satire, which pointed out the
hedonism in the capital constituted a blow to the noblemen’s morali-
ty and authority. Moreover, we can see a kind of social conscious-
ness challenging the aristocrats head on in that satire.4 Some of his

1. See Hong (2008, 568-570).
2. The present writer defines “literati” as follows: the term “literati” implies the com-

bination of power, learning, morality, and art. The reason for this is that literati
are shi 士 (scholar-officials), who obtain posts in the government, Confucian schol-
ars who follow Confucian doctrines, junzi 君子 (superior man) who uphold perfect
morality, and artists who express their inner feelings through literature or forma-
tive arts. The present writer defines pseudo-literati as persons who imitate only
the formal elements of literati art without the spirit of art based on the quality of
the literati (Lim 2006b, 220-221n15). For the pseudo-literati phenomenon, see Lim
(2006c, 276-282).

3. Shin Yun-bok, better known by his penname Hyewon 蕙園, was a Korean painter of
the Joseon dynasty. Like his contemporary Kim Hong-do (1745-1806?), he is
known for his realistic depictions of daily life. His father and grandfather had both
been court painters.

4. See T. Lee (1996, 243-244).
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paintings exhibit the aspects of hedonistic culture that literati and
pseudo-literati produced. The characteristics of such paintings, how-
ever, do not seem to simply indicate sexual liberation or individual
freedom from established institutions; rather, Shin exposes the absur-
dities of Confucian ideology in such paintings.

In this article, I will consider Shin’s artistic spirit as criticizing
the reality of Confucian society, which was studded with absurdities
and social disharmony, through the icon of the lotus. The lotus sym-
bolizes most clearly his ridicule against the social reality of his time,
among all his symbolic devices that appeared in Hyewon jeonsin-
cheop 蕙園傳神帖 (Collected Paintings of Hyewon Shin Yun-bok).5 Fur-
thermore, I will also examine the aspects of mentalité6 phenomenon
around the eighteenth century in the late Joseon period.

Painting Language7 through Duplex Placement: One Icon, 
Two Codes

It is noteworthy that we can find a similar technique to that of West-
ern surrealism in the formative style of Shin’s paintings. Metalan-
guage and duplex placement technique are two basic tools for my

5. The overarching point of my argument will be further confirmed through an exam-
ination of satiric ridicule as seen through several other icons similar to the lotus.

6. Mentalité is understood as the group unconsciousness at the basis of sociocultural
phenomena (Cho 2000, 39).

7. In this article, the term “language” of “painting language” includes the meaning of
“metalanguage.” The term “painting language” stands for what paintings or
images imply as the characteristic of texts or meanings. In other words paintings
are not simple resemblant images, but rather a visual ideology. This is deeply
related to the doctrine of bide 比德 (figural virtue) and the combination of icons
and codes, which has traditions deep-rooted in East Asian paintings. In the struc-
ture of “icons implying codes,” the image should be reduced into the visual ideolo-
gy of the text again. Here, the image does not only belong to a mode of message
dominated by the text: rather, it becomes the basis of main information. That is to
say, the image is not a medium to deliver the text, but a container of information
having visual ideology. For the bide doctrine and the combination of icons and
codes, see footnote 12.
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analysis of Shin’s works. Understanding the surrealist painter René
Magritte (1898-1967)’s concepts of métalangage and dépaysement is
helpful for grasping their characteristics.8 The art spirit of Magritte’s
painting, which seeks to obtain true human liberation, is expressed in
his critical works that pictorially satirize and overturn the inflexible
social order. Dépaysement9 is a device to restore human nature and
the self from the predominant discourse that is based on the conven-
tional relationship between name and reality. In other words, dépayse-
ment is a technique to realign and rearrange the fixed relationship

between the name and reality of icons in
paintings. For example, we can see such
intentions of a paradoxical concept in
the painting Le château des Pyrénées
(Fig. 1) in which the law of gravity is
ignored through levitation.10 Meanwhile,
métalangage is a method used to express
absurdities and contradictions through
the relationship between words and
things. La trahison des images (Fig. 2) is
seen as the work in which this method
is most typically embodied. Magritte
addresses the substantial relationship
between image and text, and uses the
absurd as a language for criticism and
thinking. He, through the text “Ceci
n’est pas une pipe” (“This is not a pipe”)
that appears in the picture, defies and
ridicules the absurdity of our habitual
cognitive practice by putting a brake on

8. In this article, the present writer does not directly compare Shin Yun-bok with
René Magritte in terms of the analysis of works or the trend of paintings. The
structure of métalangage and dépaysement in Magritte’s paintings was just applied
to the analysis of Shin’s works.

9. Dépaysement is a technique to “do the irrational juxtaposition of objects—visual
metaphors designed to disturb” (Bowness 1992, 150).

10. See Gablik (2007, 118).

Figure 1. René Magritte,
Le château des Pyrénées,
1959. Oil on canvas, 200.3
×130.3 cm. Israel Muse-
um, Jerusalem.
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the corresponding structure, that
is, our natural connection of the
pipe represented in the painting
to a real pipe. Such metastruc-
ture possesses a powerful anti-
predominant discourse.11 This
relationship between image and
text is also a significant com-
ponent in the literati paintings
executed according to Confucian
aesthetics. In traditional literati
paintings, the relationship be-
tween image and text could be

understood as the relationship between “icons and codes.”12 And the

11. For the understanding of metastructure and anti-predominant discourse, see Oh
(2001, 40-47, 64).

12. Icons generally refer to such individual items of composition in paintings as moun-
tains, water, people, houses, pavilions, small bridges, boats, waterfalls, wind,
moon, clouds, mist, snow, rain, rocks, trees, flowers, birds, animals, insects,
musical instruments, etc. Codes are the meanings and messages that such icons
imply. For a simple example in Confucian aesthetics, the code of a bamboo as an
icon implies the spirit of a junzi 君子 (a man of honor and integrity) (Lim 2006a,
preface). Here, the concept of the relation between icons and codes was grounded
in the bide doctrine, which was originally called yiwu bide 以物比德, meaning “to
present moral values by metaphorically comparing them to a visual object.” This
is the peculiar aesthetic mechanism used in East Asian traditional art. The process
of aesthetical experience of bide consists of three phases. Let us examine an exam-
ple picture of bamboo. At the first stage, an upright junzi has an aesthetic interest
in bamboo that possesses the attribute of straight joints and decides to draw it. At
the second stage, the bamboo in the picture displays the quality of integrity, thus
becoming the mirror of the integral inner world of junzi. At the third stage, a per-
son who observes the picture does not value the artistic beauty of the picture, but
instead discovers in it the integrity of junzi, represented by the bamboo with
straight joints. Hence, the observer is ethically inspired by the drawing of the bam-
boo and, from now on, starts perceiving the greater beauty of the bamboo when-
ever he sees them. When such circulation becomes continuous, bamboo or an
icon turns into a symbol of a specific moral characteristic or a code, and people
acquire mutual understanding through viewing bamboo.

Figure 2. Réne Magritte, La trahison
des images, 1928-1929. Oil on can-
vas, 60 ×81 cm. Los Angeles Coun-
ty Museum of Art, Los Angeles.
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keyword of this relationship is “visual ideology.”13 However, Shin’s
genre paintings show that, by way of ridicule, he rejected and deval-
ued such traditional and fixed structure of Confucian aesthetics and
the relationship between image and text.14 In other words, his genre
paintings show the play of words and images from which emanates
an ambiguous power of negation and division due to the discourse
inscribed on the shapes of things. 

The disobedience and ridicule against the absurdity of habitual
cognitive practice, shown in métalangage, and the breaking down of
the fixed idea derived from the conventional relationship between
name and reality, shown in dépaysement, are expressed as a painting
language through duplex placement, that is, the structure of “one
icon, two codes” in Shin’s paintings. Magritte’s concept of dépayse-
ment involves placing two or more icons in a picture; in contrast,
Shin’s technique of duplex placement is to place two conflicting or
directly opposed codes on one icon. Both dépaysement and the tech-
nique of duplex placement share the same painting spirit in erasing
the existing code and drawing a new code, although their techniques
are different. On the other hand, the two opposed codes are connect-
ed by the structure of métalangage, “this is not that,” and so Shin’s
duplex placement is of the same substance as Magritte’s métalangage
implied in the text, “this is not a pipe.” Such expression of duplex

13. The most significant characteristic of Confucian aesthetics shown in formative arts
is that value-laden information is much more important than formal information
such as lines, colors, and composition. In the system of Confucian aesthetics, par-
ticular meanings and values are given to the individual icons that are repressed by
formal information. An ideology is thereby produced out of the represented forms
of pictures. Such an ideology can be called a “visual ideology” and is produced not
by modes or styles but by items of composition. The present writer defines various
kinds of visual ideology as codes. In paintings representative of Confucian aesthet-
ics, codes mean everything, and formal beauty is meaningless.

14. It could be said that there was no Confucian aesthetic structure at that time, which
Shin sought to criticize, because court painters commercially produced literati
paintings in large quantities. However, the fact that court painters produced literati
paintings or that such pictures were in demand in the market also paradoxically
shows that court painters and their customers accepted and appreciated the merit
of literati value.
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placement and the structure of métalangage through ridicule elegant-
ly enable the artistic effects to disclose and criticize the arrangement of
Confucian aesthetics, which represents, the existing rules of one-to-one
correspondence of an icon and a code, the magnetic field of customary
Confucian ideology, and the absurdity of the real world based on that
field. 

Among the paintings in the Hyewon jeonsincheop, Cheonggeum
sangnyeon 聽琴賞蓮 (An Evening by the Lotus Pond)15 (Fig. 3) is the
best example that shows the structure of metalanguage as one icon,
two codes. The lotus in this painting shows the double variation of
the sacred and the profane. Here, the icon of a lotus implies the duplex
codes of loving a lotus, which relates to junzi, and appreciating a lotus,

Figure 3. Shin Yun-bok, Cheonggeum sangnyeon (An Evening by
the Lotus Pond), 18th century. Ink and colors on paper, 28.2×
35.2 cm. Gansong Museum of Art, Seoul.

15. For the titles of Shin’s paintings in this article, the present writer follows the ones
given by the editor of Hyewon jeonsincheop (1974).
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which relates to female sexuality. Traditionally, a lotus flower symbol-
izes the junzi.16 On the other hand, in the late Joseon dynasty, the
lotus also symbolized female sexuality.17 Like the rose in the West, a
lotus symbolizes virginity and purity; but it also is a metaphor for
female genitals, and thus implies lust.18 Yeondang-ui yeoin 塘의 人
(A Woman by the Lotus Pond) (Fig. 4) is another good example of this
metalanguage. In this painting, the lotus as an icon works as a code
for female sexuality.

In the painting Cheonggeum sangnyeon (Fig. 3), however, the
existing Confucian correspondence of “icon : code” is broken up, and
the two duplex codes of the junzi image and female sexuality are con-
nected in the single icon of the lotus. In the traditional rule of corre-
spondence, yangban or seonbi 선비 (Confucian scholars) is simply con-
nected with the image through a lotus. In this painting, however, there

16. See, for example, Zhou Dunyi’s poem “Ailianshuo 愛蓮說” (Love of the Lotus
Flower): “There are too many lovely flowers in the world. Tao Yuanming of the
Jin dynasty loved chrysanthemum only. People have been interested in peony
since the Tang dynasty. But I do like lotus that is clean, even growing in the
muddy pond. It is so pure, delicate, and bright. The lotus is consistent, continu-
ous, and coherent deep inside. It appears to be straight, proper, and honest. It
gives a fantastically good smell and people could even sense its excellent smell far
away. It has no unnecessary branches. It can be only appreciated distantly and not
touched blasphemously. I am convinced that the chrysanthemum is a recluse
while the peony is a rich person and the lotus is undoubtedly the sovereign. We
seldom find someone who loves chrysanthemum like Tao. Who shows the enthu-
siasm in the lotus in the same way as I do? Then who likes peony? Almost every-
body!” (水陸草木之花, 可愛者甚蕃, 晉陶淵明, 獨愛菊, 自 唐 , 世人甚愛牧丹, ,

濯淸漣而不妖, 中通外直不蔓不枝, 香遠益淸, 亭亭淨植, 可遠觀而不可褻翫焉. 予謂菊, 花之隱逸者也. 牧丹, 花之
富貴者也. , 花之君子也. 噫! 菊之愛, 陶後鮮有聞, 之愛, 同予者何人, 牧丹之愛, 宜乎衆矣), Zazhu 雜著
(Various Writings), vol. 3 of Zhou Dunyi ji (The Collected Works of Zhou
Dunyi).

17. An example in which a lotus symbolizes female genitals can be found in the play
Buksanggi 廂記 (The Virgin Chamber Story) from the late Joseon dynasty: “Snow-
white skin almost comes out, and a broad-blown lotus slightly shows up” (雪膚半 ,

芙蓉微見). We can also find another example in the novel Ongnumong 玉 夢 (Dream
of the Jade Chamber) also from the late Joseon dynasty: “Taking off the skirt with
a lotus picture” (脫芙蓉裙).

18. See M. Lee (2003, 17).
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also appear some gisaeng
妓生 (female entertainers),
connecting the lotus to fe-
male sexuality in the sec-
ular world. This new com-
position of “seonbi : lotus :
gisaeng” was made possi-
ble by the double applica-
tion of the lotus icon to
the two contrary codes:
the junzi/seonbi image
and the female sexuality/
gisaeng. 

Now let us examine
what Shin tries to say in
his paintings through the
structure of metalangu-
age, that is, the way of
thinking “painting” (a lo-
tus) by “painting” (the
duplicity of a lotus). Per-
haps, his purpose is to put
the brakes on the custom-
ary cognitive practice of “icon : code” correspondence through the
structure of duplicity, and thereby disclose the absurdity of Confu-
cian ideology by destructing the conventional symbolism of the lotus,
which represents Confucian ideology. 

In other words, by changing the single correspondence of “one
icon : one code” (“icon A : code A”) in the existing Confucian literati
paintings into the duplex correspondence of “one icon : two codes”
(“icon A : code A1 / code A2”), he ridicules, discloses, and criticizes
Confucianism for which the rule of single correspondence implicitly
stands. If Magritte painted the absurdity of our habitual cognitive
practice by showing the contradiction between image and text through
La trahison des images (Fig. 2), then Shin disclosed, by way of

Figure 4. Shin Yun-bok, Yeondang-ui yeoin (A
Woman by the Lotus Pond), 18th century.
Ink and colors on paper, 29.6×24.8 cm.
National Museum of Korea, Seoul.
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ridicule, the contemporary post-Confucianism phenomenon by show-
ing the inconsistent and instable relationship of icons and codes, that
is, the connection of one icon to two codes through his painting. The
yangban did not come to see a lotus as possessing the aesthetic prop-
erty of junzi, but came to see it as provoking an aesthetic property of
lust. The icon of a lotus, in its relation to seonbi, possesses the sacred
characteristic as the symbol (an icon) of visual ideology (a code); on
the other hand, in its relation to the gisaeng, it becomes profane.
Here, the realm of the sacred belongs to the past, while the realm of
the profane belongs to the present. But this does not mean that Shin
advocated a return to the past Confucian world through his paintings.
On the contrary, by illustrating the aspects of the depraved Confucian
scholars, he paradoxically exposed the point that all their absurdities

Figure 5. Shin Yun-bok, Sangchun yaheung (Admiring the Spring 
in the Garden), 18th century. Ink and colors on paper, 28.2×35.2
cm. Gansong Museum of Art, Seoul.
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and decadence were actually brought out by the magnetic field of
Confucian ideology. Through the twofold metalanguage of unworldli-
ness, or “This (a lotus) is not the lotus,” and unsacredness, or “A
lotus is not that one (the lotus),” now a lotus became a sign of rebel-
lion against the predominant discourse.

The other cases below are the same as that of the lotus. The icon
of a garden19 in such paintings as Cheonggeum sangnyeon (Fig. 3)
and Sangchun yaheung 賞春野興 (Admiring the Spring in the Garden)
(Fig. 5) doubly applies to two codes: nature in mind as a literati’s

19. From the masonry and stone steps, we can know that the site is not in a public
place outdoors, but a garden in an exclusive mansion. See Kang (2001, 168-170).

Figure 6. Shin Yun-bok, Yageum mohaeng (A Street Scene after Cur-
few), 18th century. Ink and colors on paper, 28.2×35.2 cm. Gansong
Museum of Art, Seoul.
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space and a banquet place as a gisaeng’s space. The icon of a garden,
in relation to the nature in mind, possesses the character of the
sacred as the symbol (an icon) of visual ideology (a code); on the
other hand, in relation to gisaeng’s space, it represents the character
of the profane.

Geum 琴 (an ancient harp with seven strings) in Cheonggeum
sangnyeon (Fig. 3) or Sangchun yaheung (Fig. 5) is originally an icon
expressing the code of a bosom friend or a visit to a friend. The geum
in Shin’s paintings, however, works as the icon showing a lascivious
entertainment. The icon of geum, when it indicates friendship, evokes
the quality of sacredness as the symbol (an icon) of visual ideology
(a code); on the other hand, through its connection to a lascivious

Figure 7. Shin Yun-bok, Juyu cheonggang (A Barge Scene on the River),
18th century. Ink and colors on paper, 28.2×35.2 cm. Gansong
Museum of Art, Seoul.
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entertainment, it manifests the profane. 
We can find images of pseudo-literati and yangban enjoying

pleasures and entertainment in such paintings as Cheonggeum sang-
nyeon (Fig. 3), Sangchun yaheung (Fig. 5), Yageum mohaeng 夜禁冒
(A Street Scene after Curfew) (Fig. 6), and Juyu cheonggang 舟遊淸江
(A Barge Scene on the River) (Fig. 7). Moreover, a yangban in Juyu
cheonggang (Fig. 7) is wearing a white band on his waist because he
is in a period of ritual mourning. The icon of the yangban, in relation
to literati or seonbi, manifests the character of the sacred as the sym-
bol (an icon) of visual ideology (a code); on the other hand, in its
relationship to pseudo-literati, it represents something profane.

Samhoejang jeogori 三回裝 저고리 (ladies’ jacket with three decora-
tive patches) in Nyeonso dapcheong 年少踏靑 (Amorous Youths on a
Picnic) (Fig. 8) and Ssanggeom daemu 雙劍對舞 (Courtesans’ Sword

Figure 8. Shin Yun-bok, Nyeonso dapcheong (Amorous Youths on a Pic-
nic), 18th century. Ink and colors on paper, 28.2×35.2 cm. Gansong
Museum of Art, Seoul.
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Dance) (Fig. 9) is a costume that both women in the yangban class
and gisaeng wear in Joseon Korea. Thus, the icon of samhoejang
jeogori does not clearly show whether a woman wearing it belongs to
the yangban class or is a gisaeng. Moreover, a sense of the damage to
Confucian social prestige is suggested in the dramatic absurdity of
the fact that the samhoejang jeogori fashion spread from gisaeng to
women of the yangban class.20 The icon of samhoejang jeogori, in its
relation to women in the yangban class, should be read in a context
of the sacred as the symbol (an icon) of visual ideology (a code); on
the other hand, in its relation to gisaeng, it should be understood in a
context of the profane.

Figure 9. Shin Yun-bok, Ssanggeom daemu (Courtesans’ Sword Dance),
18th century. Ink and colors on paper, 28.2×35.2 cm. Gansong
Museum of Art, Seoul.

20. See D. Yi ([1795] 1978-82, vol. 6).
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We can see all the duplex correspondence of “one icon : two
codes” mentioned above as follows: 

Table 1. The Duplex Correspondence of “One Icon : Two Codes”

Figure
Icon Duplex codes

Metalanguage
Criticism

no. (“This” is not “that one.”)

seonbi this (thing/lotus) ≠ lotus 
(the sacred) (junzi/seonbi)

gisaeng lotus (thing/gisaeng) ≠
(the profane) that (lotus/junzi)

nature in 
this (thing/garden) ≠

mind
garden (nature in
mind / seonbi)

garden (thing / banquet 
banquet place place) ≠ that (garden /

nature in mind)

bosom friend
this (thing / geum) ≠ geum
(bosom friend / seonbi)

lascivious 
geum (thing/lascivious

entertainment
entertainment) ≠ that
(geum / bosom friend)

this (person/yangban) ≠
yangban (literati/seonbi)

yangban yangban (person / pseudo-
literati) ≠ that (yangban/
literati)

woman in this (thing / samhoejang 
the yangban jeogori) ≠ samhoejang jeogori

class (boudoir / the sacred)

samhoejang jeogori (thing /
gisaeng’s house / the profane) 
≠ that (samhoejang jeogori /
boudoir / the sacred)

Fig. 3
Fig. 5
Fig. 6
Fig. 7

gisaeng

samhoejang
jeogori

pseudo-
literati

literati

geum

garden

lotusFig. 3

Fig. 3
Fig. 5

Fig. 3
Fig. 5

Fig. 8
Fig. 9

The
absurd 
in Con-
fucian 

ideology
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Leverage: Ideology versus Mentalité

Since the eighteenth century in the late Joseon dynasty, there appeared
significant changes and new trends in the realm of economy, philoso-
phy, and culture. Material affluence and the change of consciousness
it caused eventually resulted in the weakening of the Neo-Confucian
ideological order. Inversely, this meant that the individual conscious-
ness and the social tension created by Confucian ideology were slack-
ening. New economic and philosophical changes that weakened Con-
fucian ideology led to confusion in values and the deterioration of
discipline in the society.21 Culture responded more sensitively to
those changes and, in the realm of painting, there also appeared new
developments. The most significant development was made in Shin’s
genre paintings.22

Shin’s genre paintings are meaningful landmarks because they
showed and established a new order of mentalité, in terms that his
paintings expressed the cracks in Confucianism at that time. Even
though they were not a consciously designed symbolic system to real-
ize the self-awareness of post-Confucianism, the icons of unsacredness
appealed to and were consumed by the public, and in turn, communi-
cated with the public. At the same time, from the commercial point of
view, the class demanding such paintings in Shin’s style—made up not

21. We can find many examples of deterioration of discipline in the Jeongjo sillok
(Annals of King Jeongjo). See D. Lee (1997, 278).

22. In the time of Kim Hong-do and Shin Yun-bok, genre painting was very popular in
the art world. The reasons for this popularity can be found in the following: first,
in the social, economic, and cultural developments as well as prosperity in the
times of King Yeongjo and King Jeongjo; and second, in the slow decline of Confu-
cian ideology due to this cultural development and prosperity. In a turbulent age,
the focus is on national and social ideology, which, however, is certain to lose
power under the conditions of a long-term undisturbed peace. Thus, due to the
fact that the circumstances creating this tension in rationality could not remain
constant, Confucianism as rationalism came to the verge of collapse. In those
days, genre painting was the pictorial expression of the most stable, active, and
prosperous times in the late Joseon dynasty, which, conversely, suggested the
most disadvantageous times for Confucian ideology (Lim 2006b, 211).
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of the “real yangban or literati” but of the “pseudo-literati” who had
gained their position through an aberration in the economical basis of
society—would obtain a most suitable sadomasochistic satisfaction.23

Perhaps due to this point mentioned above, the artistic value of Shin’s
paintings blossomed even more and his paintings were welcomed by
the public.

Mentalité is not the realm of reason or an intentional tactic like
ideology, but rather a realm below reason (subconscious or uncon-
scious) and beyond reason (sensibility). The realm of reason and that
of non-reason stand in the relation of “leverage.” In other words, ide-
ology and mentalité stand in the relation of “leverage.” For example,
as the neo-Confucian order or ideology weakened, obscene pictures
or novels (mentalité) appeared.24 In that sense, Shin’s metalanguage
structure of “seonbi—lotus—gisaeng” is also a device to show the
leverage relation of ideology (the sacred, ethics, and seonbi) versus
mentalité (the profane, sexuality, and gisaeng).

If the central topic in the late Joseon dynasty was the leverage
relation of Neo-Confucianism versus criticism of Neo-Confucianism,
Joseon’s version of Sino-centrism (joseon junghwa juui 朝鮮中華主義)
versus the spirit of Practical Learning (silhak jeongsin 實學精神), inde-
pendence versus admiration for Sino-centrism, and subjectivity versus
Confucianism, and if such leverage was the one within the category of
Confucian ideology, then, Shin could be said to do away with the

23. Sadomasochistic phenomena occur only in cases in which the following two condi-
tions are fulfilled: one is the relationship of domination and subordination; and the
other is the symbiotic relationship. Jungin or minor officials and yangban stood in
the relationship of domination and subordination, and there was a symbiotic rela-
tionship between the two in that they shared the power to a certain degree. The
pseudo-literati, who were former jungin or minor officials but now yangban, had
the air of literati; however, they would still have a certain antipathy toward
literati. For sadomasochism, see Chancer, trans. by Shim (1994, 8).

24. In the late 18th century, the prevalent view was that it was shameful not to read
the novel Geumbyeongmae 金甁梅 (The Golden Plum Flower). (see D. Yi [1795]
1978-82, vol. 8). In addition, we can find some who defended that novel from criti-
cism. (see O. Yi [n.d.] 2009, 228-230).
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leverage paradigm within the Confucian category and to develop a
new leverage paradigm of ideology versus mentalité.

Conclusion: Modernity of Ridicule

It is not that Shin expressed a new introspection on human desires by
going along with the atmosphere of sexual awakening that appeared
in the late Joseon dynasty. How could sexual desires be awakened
for the first time during the late Joseon period? The sexual expres-
sions of the late Joseon period still depict sexual enjoyment being
limited within class divisions and without a general sexual awaken-
ing. The relationship between seonbi and gisaeng is the typical exam-
ple. Such sexual explicitness in paintings cannot be assumed as
modernity, however, as we have to consider first what established a
free space upon which this step towards modernity was expressed. 
If modernity is characterized by the modernity of awakening, moder-
nity of criticism by ridicule and disclosure, and modernity of creation
suggesting an alternative new system, then the modernity expressed
by Shin would be modernity of criticism. In other words, he criti-
cized, by way of ridicule, the social system’s unreasonable stance on
sexual desires. Meanwhile, such modernity could arise only with the
vacancy of the existing ruling ideology, that is, the establishment of
mentalité; the modernity of ridicule could be possible due to the
vacancy of Confucian ideology. This is also an obvious limitation of
Shin’s modernity, as his paintings could not be considered a moder-
nity of creation.

“One icon representing two codes” and “leverage of ideology and
mentalité” are the two significant characteristics of Shin’s style of
genre painting. We can see in his paintings that Confucianism, the
ruling ideology in the late Joseon dynasty, became sullied and col-
lapsed in its faculties as both mental principles and basis for social
order. However, the mentalité established in inverse proportion to
that situation was also not sound. Sexual coercion and deviation,
which were not rejected and rather enjoyed, as well as ridicule against
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the social order derived from individual desires helped establish a cer-
tain base of mentalité. The mentalité, in turn, could substitute for
Confucian ethics. However, mentalité did not create any new order.
In other words, it was just an anti-order denying the existing order or
a deviant freedom refusing orthodoxy, being neither a new order that
could replace the old one nor a new orthodoxy that could substitute
for the old one. Even though Shin disclosed the moral collapse by
satirically criticizing the hedonistic life of the yangban class in his
paintings, the very depictions expressed in Shin’s works also cap-
tured the social changes and emergences of modernity. This is a sig-
nificant virtue of Shin’s paintings. 
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